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Fibre Packaging at a glance
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Industrial Bags

2014 production:
4,446 million units

44 plants based in Europe, 
MENA & North America

1 Corrugated Packaging

2014 production:
1,343 million m2

14 plants centred in two 
clusters in central and 

emerging Europe

2 Extrusion Coatings

2014 production:
1,401 million m2

5 European plants
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Underlying operating profit (€ million) and ROCE (%)
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Improving financial performance 
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Industrial Bags is a market leader with 
complete product portfolio
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● Natural partner for key customers
● Ability to leverage strong platform and 

relationship with key customers to grow in 
emerging regions

End-uses differ by market1Industrial Bags leading market 
positions in key world regions
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84%

Middle 
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3% 1%

Americas

Others
Chemicals

Food Feed SeedCement
Building Materials

#1 in Europe and Middle
East / North Africa

#1 in North 
America

1

1) Based on 2015 August YTD volumes



Strong ability to innovate

Selected innovations
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HYBRIDPRO

All the advantages of a plastic bag
Water resistant, shiny surface,
yet fillable on conventional paper bag
filling systems

SPLASHBAG
An innovative rain-repellent paper bag 
particularly suitable for cement
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Europe

South East
Asia

US & Mexico

Mondi industrial bag plant

Continuous ability to optimise 
manufacturing locations and logistics

6

Network changes in past 10 yearsIndustrial Bags current footprint

Middle East
& Africa
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Number of plants:

Volume in billion bags:

41 44 
+7%

20152005

LTM June 2015

4.8
+47%

2005

3.3
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Operational know-how transferred across 
network to optimise performance

● DACO – Automated data collection tool
○ All plants reporting into a central operations system
○ Attached to all key production machinery: > 100 machines
○ Online availability of all operational parameters and immediate access to benchmarks
○ Areas of improvement easily detected throughout the organisation
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DACO example – dashboard view
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DACO example – uptime and speed charts
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Corrugated leading regional player in 
emerging Europe

1) Source: Freedonia Global Corrugated Forecast 2015 Update, prepared on behalf of ICCA
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Mondi corrugated packaging plant

Eastern Europe still growing 
faster than west1

Strong position in chosen markets

2.2% 2.0%

4.2%

Western 
Europe

Eastern 
Europe

CAGR 2015E-2018E
CAGR 2009-2014

Fibre Packaging
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Focused, local approach

● Decentralised organisational setup, strong local management teams,
low central overheads

● Local business approach: optimising customer portfolio to fit each plant
● Significant investment in the business to strengthen key capabilities:

+/- €90 million CAPEX in 2014 and 2015
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End-use focus
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Customer specific service

Heavy-duty board

Lightflutes and niche
products

…
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Market trends and opportunities 

● E-commerce: One of the fastest growing end-uses

o Global rise in internet usage and increasing popularity 
of online shopping as underlying drivers

o Some countries (eg. Poland) starting from lower base 
but outgrowing western Europe

o Mondi partnering with key players in central and 
emerging Europe

1) Source: Ecommerce Foundation, European B2C Ecommerce Report 2015
2) Source: VDW Germany, based on % units
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2014 annual growth rate of 
e-commerce market1

13% 15%

Central 
Europe

Southern 
Europe

>= 3 colours
2 colours

1 colour

unprinted

2014

22%

15%

35%

28%

2005

15%
16%

33%

36%

Number of colours
(example Germany)2

Fibre Packaging
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● Printing: High-quality printing increasing

o Packaging increasingly seen as marketing medium
o Digital printing will allow increasingly fast delivery 

times
o Mondi‘s asset base well positioned to enjoy growth 

in high quality printing



Innovating with our customers 

‘Dada’ diaper box
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The IDEA
Make the corrugated diaper box reusable as a doll house once 
empty
In the MARKET
Produced for Ontex, a dedicated supplier to the Polish retailer 
Biedronka. The first design was such a success that Biedronka
decided to take the concept further and develop more designs
(eg. circus, castle) 
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Extrusion Coatings – barriers against 
wind, water, fire and earth
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Walki 
Group

Mondi GascogneFelix 
Schöller

Amcor

Top 5 players European Extrusion 
Coatings market1

Extrusion Coatings turnover by application

34%

20%11%

8%

6%
5%

16%
Consumer

Wrappings

Building

Case linings

Foam papers

Sacks

Others

● Overall demand for extrusion coatings in Europe is expected to be flat in the medium term
● Some end-uses growing (consumer goods, building, foam paper) while others are 

decreasing (e.g. wrappings)

3

1) See appendix for sources and definitions



Summary: Growing by leveraging our 
strengths

● We know our strengths:
○ Strong market positions
○ Customer specific service and development
○ Decentralised management
○ Operational excellence 
○ Ability to transfer knowledge across the network
○ Well-invested asset base

● All businesses continue to provide opportunities for growth:
○ Industrial Bags will optimise its production network and 

leverage its customer base and know-how to grow in emerging 
regions

○ Corrugated Packaging will continue to grow in emerging 
Europe

○ Extrusion Coatings will focus on optimising its production 
network, lowering its cost base and growing in consumer and 
technical applications
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Strategic value 
drivers

Maintain a 
high-quality, 

low-cost 
asset base

Focus on 
performance

Customer 
focused 

innovation



Fibre Packaging market positions and 
market outlook sources and definitions 
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Sources for market position estimates:

Industrial Bags - Based on sales volume. Source: Freedonia World Industrial Bags study update 2013 and management estimates

Extrusion Coatings - Based on sales excluding liquid packaging board. Source: AWA Extrusion Coated Materials European Market Study 2012 and 
management estimates

Freedonia Global Corrugated Forecast 2015 Update (prepared on behalf of ICCA) region definitions:

Eastern Europe - CIS countries, Croatia, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Ukraine

Western Europe - Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Finland, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, UK, Turkey

E-commerce Europe region definitions:

Central Europe - Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland

Southern Europe - Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey
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Mondi: Forward-looking statements disclaimer

This document includes forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical facts included herein, including, without limitation, those 
regarding Mondi’s financial position, business strategy, market growth and developments, expectations of growth and profitability and plans and objectives of 
management for future operations, are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are sometimes identified by the use of forward-looking terminology 
such as “believe”, “expects”, “may”, “will”, “could”, “should”, “shall”, “risk”, “intends”, “estimates”, “aims”, “plans”, “predicts”, “continues”, “assumes”, “positioned” or 
“anticipates” or the negative thereof, other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, 
uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Mondi, or industry results, to be materially different from any 
future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements and other statements 
contained in this document regarding matters that are not historical facts involve predictions and are based on numerous assumptions regarding Mondi’s present and 
future business strategies and the environment in which Mondi will operate in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they 
are made. 

No assurance can be given that such future results will be achieved; various factors could cause actual future results, performance or events to differ materially from 
those described in these statements. Such factors include in particular but without any limitation: (1) operating factors, such as continued success of manufacturing 
activities and the achievement of efficiencies therein, continued success of product development plans and targets, changes in the degree of protection created by 
Mondi’s patents and other intellectual property rights and the availability of capital on acceptable terms; (2) industry conditions, such as strength of product demand, 
intensity of competition, prevailing and future global market prices for Mondi’s products and raw materials and the pricing pressures thereto, financial condition of the 
customers, suppliers and the competitors of Mondi and potential introduction of competing products and technologies by competitors; and (3) general economic 
conditions, such as rates of economic growth in Mondi’s principal geographical markets or fluctuations of exchange rates and interest rates. 

Mondi expressly disclaims  

a) any warranty or liability as to accuracy or completeness of the information provided herein; and

b) any obligation or undertaking to review or confirm analysts’ expectations or estimates or to update any forward-looking statements to reflect any change in Mondi’s 
expectations or any events that occur or circumstances that arise after the date of making any forward-looking statements,

unless required to do so by applicable law or any regulatory body applicable to Mondi, including the JSE Limited and the LSE.


